Anandi Somasundaram is an independent social impact project manager, organizer and facilitator, and currently serves as the Program Coordinator for the Racial Justice Investing Coalition (RJI). RJI offers an introspective space for professionals working in capital markets to reckon with individual and institutional responsibility, pooling knowledge and building relationally with impacted communities to support orienting the frameworks and practices they operate under -- both internally within their own organizations, as well as in their engagements with portfolio companies -- towards racial equity and racial justice.

Anandi’s project management and facilitation work supports groups and organizations in building values-led, sustainable structures to support their own social impact work. As a community organizer, Anandi works primarily on issues related to economic justice and healing justice. Prior to becoming an independent consultant, Anandi worked in the health/insurance technology sphere, where she honed her program design and management skills. She received her BA in Economics and Community and Global Health from Macalester College in Saint Paul, MN.